JANUARY 24, 2010
THIRD SUNDAY IN ORDINARY TIME

OPENING SONG
Sing a New Song, Dan Schutte [Fl] BB 584 Gather 537

GLORY TO GOD
Mass of Light, David Haas WG Gather 186

RESPONSORIAL PSALM
Psalm 19: Lord, You Have the Words, David Haas [SI] WG Gather 27

GOSPEL ACCLAMATION
St. Louis Jesuits Mass, Dan Schutte [Full Score] BB 913 Service Music
Verse 5 (“This is the day…”)

PREPARATION OF THE GIFTS AND ALTAR
It Is Good, Tony Ward [Brs Qtet] WG Scores

EUCHARISTIC PRAYER: ACCLAMATIONS
St. Louis Jesuits Mass, Bob Dufford, SJ and Dan Schutte [Full Score] BB 915 Service Music

BREAKING OF THE BREAD
St. Louis Jesuits Mass, Bob Dufford, SJ and Dan Schutte [Full Score] BB 921 Service Music
Verse 2

COMMUNION SONG
Pan de Vida, Bob Hurd [SI] BB 342 Scores

SENDING FORTH
Christ, Be Our Light, Bernadette Farrell [Fl Tp] BB 546 Scores
Verses 1, 5

9:00 PM MASS

OPENING SONG
Sing a New Song, Dan Schutte [Fl] BB 584 Gather 537

RESPONSORIAL PSALM
Psalm 19: Lord, You Have the Words, David Haas [SI] WG Gather 27

GOSPEL ACCLAMATION
St. Louis Jesuits Mass, Bob Dufford, SJ and Dan Schutte [Full Score] BB 913 Service Music
Verse 5 (“This is the day…”)

EUCHARISTIC PRAYER: ACCLAMATIONS
St. Louis Jesuits Mass, Bob Dufford, SJ and Dan Schutte [Full Score] BB 915 Service Music

BREAKING OF THE BREAD
St. Louis Jesuits Mass, Bob Dufford, SJ and Dan Schutte [Full Score] BB 921 Service Music
Verse 2

COMMUNION SONG
Pan de Vida, Bob Hurd [SI] BB 342 Scores